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The Importance of Breakfast & ADHDThe Importance of Breakfast & ADHD

 We have all heard it many times - Breakfast is the most important meal of the 
day. This is especially true for people with ADHD. “If you don’t eat properly, you 
can become distracted, impulsive, and restless,” says  Ned Hallowell, M.D. 

 Therefore, we should make certain we are serving up the right kind of breakfast! 
Simple starches and sugary cereals won’t fuel the brain and often cause a crash 
in energy by early afternoon. 

 If you are struggling with ADHD symptoms or simply have a busy family, morning 
may be a hectic time.  You find yourself disorganized and unable to prioritize 
everything that must be done.  This often leads to breakfasts being missed or 
unhealthy, convenient food choices being made. 
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Breakfast & the ADHD BrainBreakfast & the ADHD Brain

 “The more energy we provide 
our brains, the better our brains can 
organize information and focus on 
the important things. We know that 
for kids, a healthy breakfast helps 
increase brain function and 
execution. As a result, you should do 
everything you can not to skip it.”    

Fastbraiin.com
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The PlanThe Plan

 Plan and prepare healthy make ahead breakfasts that will satisfy your taste 
buds, energize your body, and focus your brain!

 We will provide easy, nutritious make ahead breakfast recipes each week to 
help with your planning.

 Remember, by making these breakfasts ahead of time, you are strengthening 
your executive function as you will be: focusing, planning, prioritizing, organizing, 
avoiding procrastination, and staying on task until completion. 

 Plan for a GREAT MORNING and a PRODUCTIVE DAY!
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Make Ahead
Breakfast Burritos 
Make Ahead
Breakfast Burritos 

 Ingredients: Ingredients:

We made two different types 
of burritos.  One was a 
Mexican style, the other was 
an Italian style.  The 
ingredients will reflect those 
two types of burritos.  
However, you can get creative!  
Use the ingredients you like 
best.  

Anything goes! 

Well - anything HEALTHY 
AND BRAIN BOOSTING -

that is!
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Per serving: Mexican Burrito

o 1 8-inch whole wheat tortilla
o 1 Scrambled egg
o Diced green pepper
o Diced onion
o Diced tomato
o Black beans
o Feta
o Salsa 
o Dried Cumin
o Salt & pepper

** You may vary the amounts on 
the ingredients. This really is a 
build your own! **

Per serving: Italian Burrito

o 1 8-inch whole wheat tortilla
o 1 Scrambled egg
o Sautéed spinach
o Cooked ground turkey
o Diced tomato
o Fresh mozzarella
o Fresh basil
o Salt & pepper



Tips on making scrambled eggs:

Heat a large skillet to medium/high heat. Then grease 
with olive oil or cooking spray.

Crack eggs into a medium size bowl and season with 
salt and pepper.

Whisk until combined.

Pour eggs onto heated pan and use a spatula to 
scramble until fully cooked. Set aside to cool.
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Organize all of your selected 
ingredients for your burrito. 

Make certain to season and 
cook any raw meats or 
vegetables.  Set aside to cool.  

Once your cooked items have 
cooled, you can start 
assembling your burritos. 
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Start Assembling Your Burrito 
as You Like It!

(Remember not to overfill.
You do need to roll it up!)





Make your burritos by folding two sides in 
and then rolling.
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Tightly wrap each burrito 
in tin foil, making sure 
there are no pockets of 
air.

Then, write the name 
and date on each 
burrito for later!

Put in freezer for up to 30 
days.
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To ReheatTo Reheat

If heating from frozen, 
unwrap and wrap in a 
moist paper towel.  Place 
on a plate and then into 
the microwave for 
approximately 3 minutes, 
flipping every minute. 

If heating from thawed, 
microwave on high for 60 
to 90 seconds.
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** If you have a little extra time after you heat the burrito, you can heat a cast iron skillet
with some cooking spray and brown the outside to make it crunchy!



Free Consultation

Free eBook

Ask a Question

We can customize your 
plan and help you 
develop the skills 
required for strong
executive function. 
Better focus and 
improved executive 
function will help you 
have a more organized, 
productive day.

Call:
800-788-6786
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